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The Law in the Aberdeen Council Registers Project

• Scotland’s oldest and most complete run of civic records
• transcriptions from first 8 volumes of Aberdeen Council Registers 

(1398–1511)
• Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) compliant
• Use of oXygen XML editor and HisTEI

• team:
Jackson Armstrong (PI) Andrew Mackillop (Co-I)
Edda Frankot (RF, Project Manager) Andrew Simpson (Co-I)
Claire Hawes (RA) Adam Wyner (Co-I)
William Hepburn (RA) Phil Astley (Project Partner, Archives)



Volume 5/2 (Gemmill 2005: 1–39)

• Aberdeen Guild Court Records (1441–1468)
• fortnightly guild court (usually held on Fridays)
• involved in a variety of business relating to the burgh, particularly (but 

not only!) concerned with matters relating to trade

• 206 pages
• most writers remain anonymous
• languages:

• Latin
• Middle Scots
• Dutch (one entry, p. 714)



The languages in entries of Vol. 5/2

“Both Scots and Latin are met in the records of property transactions 
and disputes. Scots, however, is characteristically favoured for ‘one-off’ 
policy decisions by the council on a variety of matters to do with trade, 
urban security and autonomy, and burgh property, offices, and 
privileges. There are also a few entries, generally the shorter and 
rougher sort, which combine Latin and Scots. The impression is of a 
process of transition, which is in accordance with the fact that the 
Aberdeen court records at the start of the fifteenth century generally 
favour Latin, while by the end of the century most of the entries are in 
Scots.” (Gemmill 2005: 5)



The languages in entries of Vol. 5/2

Latin

• Entries in Latin: 674 (74 %)
• Code-switching into Latin: 49

Scots

• Entries in Scots: 234 (26 %)
• Code-switching into Scots: 87
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Diachronic development: Latin & Scots
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Diachronic development: Latin versus Scots
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Classification of code-switches into Latin
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CS into Latin

modifier after name date

Latinised names legal terminology

headings, frames & marginalia cohesion markers & structural elements



Example: CS into Latin in dates

• Quinto die mensis Aprilis Anno domini et cetera quadragesimo octauo
the quhilk day <lb/> Williame scherar Aldirmane […] (ARO-5-0730-01)

• The secundai’ of the moneth’ of decembre Anno supradicto / the 
aldirman and the […] (ARO-5-0808-03)



Example: CS into Latin in dates

• The xxv die of the moneth of october the yher’ forsaide […] (ARO-5-0789-
04)



Classification of code-switches into Scots
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CS to Scots

geography names objects

measurements & currency other accounting/legal terms

occupations actions



Example: CS into Scots (ACR p. 676, entry 1)

Court entry about fishing 
trade between Aberdeen 
and London, involving 
several people
(dated 9 March 1444)



Example: CS into Scots (ARO-5-0676-01)

quarterium gilbertj meignes

Andreas ayncroft xx d’ Inglis fatetur
Johannes voket pater iij s’ iij d’ Inglis
Idem pro duabus barellis piscium defectis xj s’ iiij d’ Inglis

Johannes voket filius v s’ Inglis’ pro pena trium barellarum
Idem for iij barell’ of fautive fische xvij s’ Inglis
Idem debent j barellam salmonum to be deliuerit in London’ / quam barellam asserit se 
liberasse <lb/> Ricardo de Kintor

Andreas culane debet ij hamburgh barellas cum dimidium salmonum liberandas in 
london’ / Et debit’ pro eo <lb/> pena earundem quod non venerunt primo anno iiij s’ ij d’



Example: CS into Scots (ARO-5-0676-01)

Item gilbertus meignes settis apon Androu ayncroft Culane forsaid xiiij hamburgh barrel / 
And for <lb/> the payne that thai come noght the first yher’ xxiij s’ iiij d’ Inglis
Item for three barell’ of fautive fische xx s’ Inglis
Item his parte of payne of the thre hamburgh’ barell’



Conclusions

• How did code-switching develop over time?
• CS appears more often in certain years and/or entries
• individual preferences of scribes = ?

• When & how did scribes code-switch?
• CS into Latin mainly in names (modifiers and Latinised versions of names) and dates; 

mainly intrasentential CS
• CS into Scots mainly occurs in terms referring to geography (place names, fishing 

areas etc.), names, objects, and measurements/currency; almost exclusively 
intrasentential CS

• What were the reasons for code-switching?
• CS into Latin: to structure text (through dates, headings etc.) and in specific legal 

writing practices (modifiers after names)
• CS into Scots: no Latin equivalent, Latin equivalent unknown or to ensure 

understanding



Questions

• How would you use the Aberdeen Council Registers for linguistic 
research?

• What annotations would be particularly useful for linguists (e.g. 
marking CS with the <foreign> element, marking up deletions, 
additions, place names etc.)?
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